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A-Z of widening participation in adult learning: ideas and inspiration from the Adult and Community Learning Fund

Eldred, Jan.
DESCRIPTORS: adult learning; lifelong learning; community participation; glossary; UK.
Classification: 374.1 EI (05/160).

Accommodating change: the process of growth and development amongst a mature student population

Mercer, Jenny; Saunders, Danny.
DESCRIPTORS: adult students; lifelong learning; higher education; conflict; empowerment; educational benefits; interviews; research findings; UK. ISSN: 1359-6748.

Adult education and globalisation: past and present; proceedings

IDENTIFIERS: Scotland (UK).
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; history of education; globalization; information society; lifelong learning; Europe; // UK; Netherlands; European Union; Estonia; Hungary; South Africa.

Adult education for sustainable development in 21st century

Mishra, Lakshmiphdar.
New Delhi, International Institute of Adult and Lifelong Education, 2005. 60 p. (eng)
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; lifelong learning; sustainable development; educational development trends; India.
Classification: 374.1 Mi (05/166).

Adult learners in a brave new world: lifelong learning policy and structural changes since 1997

Fullick, Leisha.
Leicester, UK, NIACE, 2004. iii, 32 p., 4E (eng)
IDENTIFIERS: National Institute of Adult Continuing Education (UK); NIACE.
DESCRIPTORS: educational policies; educational policy trends; educational reform; lifelong learning; adult education agencies; agency role; state and education; national regional cooperation; UK.

Adult Learners' Week: awards 2004

Leicester, UK, NIACE, 2004. 96 p., 4E (eng)
IDENTIFIERS: Adult Learners' Week.
DESCRIPTORS: adult learning; lifelong learning; adult education programmes; awards; Europe.
 Classification: 374.0 Ad (04/501).

Asia Pacific civil society perspectives on progress in implementing CONFINTIA V

IDENTIFIERS: CONFINTIA V followup; Asian South Pacific Bureau of Adult Education; ASPBAE.
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; lifelong learning; UNESCO; civil society; Asia; Oceania.

Les avatars de l'éducation: problématiques et notions en devenir

Andouo, Jacques.
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; lifelong learning; philosophy of education; educational problems; evaluation criteria; // educational sciences.

The benefits of learning: the impact of education on health, family life and social capital

Schuller, Tom, collab., et al.
DESCRIPTORS: educational benefits; adult learning; lifelong learning; health; family (sociological unit); social capital.

Berufsbildung, Weiterbildung, Bildungspolitik: die Berufs- und Weiterbildungsarbeit der Industrie- und Handelskammern

Deutscher Industrie- und Handelskammertag.
Berlin, Deutscher Industrie- und Handelskammertag. (Library holds current annual edition only; last issue received: 2003/2004). (ger)
DESCRIPTORS: vocational education; vocational training; further training; lifelong learning; educational policies; industry and education; Germany.
Classification: 374.3 Be.

Bildung als Bürgerrecht oder Bildung als Ware

Brinkmann, Ulrich, ed., et al.
DESCRIPTORS: industry and education; trade unions; employment; globalization; citizen participation; citizenship education; further training; educational quality; educational finance; right to education; access to education; educational disadvantage; lifelong learning; vocational training; state and education; history of education; gender issues; Germany.
Classification: 370.432 Bi (04/208).

Bridging the North South divide: linkages and learning between the South and the North

Poudyal, Ranjan.
DESCRIPTORS: children; child welfare; poverty; economically disadvantaged; social disadvantage; UK; developing countries; // globalization; education and development; international cooperation; poverty alleviation.
0013
Business, education and vocationalism
Hayward, Geoff, ed.
DESCRIPTORS: vocational education; basic skills; lifelong learning; economic climate; //higher education; Australia; UK; //market economy. ISSN: 0305-4985.

0014
A capital project?: the new deal for musicians in Scotland
Cloonan, Martin.
IDENTIFIERS: Scotland (UK).
DESCRIPTORS: social capital; social welfare; musicians; informal education; lifelong learning; unemployment; UK. ISSN: 0266-0830.

0015
Challenges of lifelong learning in the globalised world
Pantzar, Eero.
Wien, LIT Verlag, 2004. p.121-134. (In: Elis, K., ed. Bildungsreise, Reisebildung); (eng)
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; information society; information technology; globalization.
Classification: 374.0 Pa ARCHIV (05/4).

0016
Challenging gender in lifelong learning: European perspectives
Dybbroe, Betina, ed.; Ollagnier, Edmée, ed.
Roskilde, Denmark, Adult Education Research Group; ESREA, 2003. 226 p. Chapter bibliographies. (eng)
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; gender issues; Europe; //information technology; learning processes; vocational education; on the job training.

0017
The changing media as a part of lifelong learning environments
Pantzar, Eero.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; information society; educational technology; information technology; educational environment.
Classification: 374.0 Pa ARCHIV (05/3).

0018
Co-participation at work: learning through work and throughout working lives
Billett, Stephen.
DESCRIPTORS: vocational education; adult education; lifelong learning; on the job training; education and employment; workers education; -work-based learning; participatory approach. ISSN: 0266-0830.

0019
Digital developments in higher education: theory and practice
Roberts, Peter, ed.; Chambers, Mark, ed.
DESCRIPTORS: educational technology; computer assisted learning; higher education; virtual universities; UK; //universities and colleges; lifelong learning.

0020
DIHK-Stellungnahme
Heikaus, Oliver, collab., et al.
Neuwied, Germany. p.241-248. 4E (In: Grundlagen der Weiterbildung; vol.15, 2004, no.6). (ger)
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; educational finance; final report; Germany. ISSN: 0937-2172.

0021
Educación del consumidor
Trimboli, Juan, ed.
Pátzcuaro, Mexico. 4E (In: Decisio; 2004, no.8). (Whole issue). (spa)
DESCRIPTORS: consumer education; Latin America; //gender issues; sustainable development; housewives; Chile; Ecuador; Spain; Brazil; Argentina; El Salvador; Peru; India; Uruguay. ISSN: 1665-7446.

0022
La educación internacional de adultos como programa para una política de instrucción: educación permanente y europeización
Knoll, Joachim Heinrich.
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; lifelong learning; international dimension; European dimension. ISSN: 0935-8153.

0023
L’éducation des adultes internationale en tant que programme de politique éducative: éducation tout au long de la vie et européisation
Knoll, Joachim Heinrich.
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; lifelong learning; international dimension; European dimension. ISSN: 0935-8161.

0024
Éducation ou divertissement: le loisir enrichissement
Zürich, Switzerland. 4E. (In: Education permanente; vol.38, 2004, no.3). (Whole issue). (Various texts in ger. fre).
IDENTIFIERS: Adult Learners’ Week.
DESCRIPTORS: informal education; lifelong learning; Switzerland; //museums; cinema; reading programmes.

0025
Equidad, desarrollo y participación social: reflexiones en torno a la alfabetización y la educación básica de adultos; memoria del 1er Foro Internacional, Lima, 12, 13 y 14 marzo, 2001
Peru. Ministerio de Educación; UNESCO Peru; Instituto de Fomento de una Educación de Calidad (Peru).
IDENTIFIERS: Peru.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; economic climate; //higher education; Australia; UK; //market economy.

0026
Erwachsenenbildung in der Slowakei: Entwicklung, gegenwärtiger Zustand und Perspektiven
Matulčík, Julius.
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; lifelong learning; adult education systems; educational development trends; educational policy trends; adult education associations; educational legislation; Slovakia. ISSN: 0472-5662.
Erwachsenenbildung in Ungarn
Ottofi, Rudolf.
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; lifelong learning; adult education systems; educational legislation; educational development trends; educational reform; Hungary. ISSN: 0472-5662.

Der Erwerb praktischer Fertigkeiten zur Lebensbewältigung fördert die Alphabetisierung
Hofheim-Langenhain, Germany. p.6-10, 4E (In: One country; 2004, no.4). (ger)
DESCRIPTORS: Uganda Program of Literacy for Transformation; UPLIFT.
DESCRIPTORS: literacy programmes; basic education; lifelong learning; life skills; case studies; Uganda; /gender issues; values education; empowerment; learner centred approach; participation approach. ISSN: 0945-7062.

Ethik in der Weiterbildung
Weinheim, Germany. 4E (In: Grundlagen der Weiterbildung; vol.15, 2004, no.5). (Whole issue). (ger)
DESCRIPTORS: ethics; lifelong learning; values education; moral education; Germany; /christian education. ISSN: 0937-2172.

Europäische Weiterbildung
Bielefeld, Germany. (In: Hessische Blätter für Bildung; vol.54, 2004, no.4). (Whole issue). (ger)
DESCRIPTORS: European Association for the Education of Adults; EAEA; Institute for International Cooperation of the German Adult Education Association; IZ/DVV.
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; further training; lifelong learning; adult education associations; Europe; /educational programmes; language policy; Austria; Switzerland; Eastern Europe. ISSN: 0018-103X.

European perspectives on lifelong learning environments in the information society
Pantzar, Eero.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; information society; educational environment; Europe.
Classification: 374.1 Pa ARCHIV (05/5).

An exploration of adult learners’ perspectives of using Learndirect centres as sites for learning
Dhillon, Jaswinder K.
DESCRIPTORS: adult learning; lifelong learning; computer assisted learning; educational benefits; participation deterrents; research findings; UK. ISSN: 1359-6748.

Final report
DESCRIPTORS: nonformal education; regional programmes; evaluation; literacy programmes; lifelong learning; Asia; Oceania.
Classification: 371.043 Fi (04/164).

Final report
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; basic education; lifelong learning; educational programmes; educational priority areas; Asia; Oceania.
Classification: 374.1 Fi (04/473).

From social exclusion to lifelong learning in Southern Africa
Hensbroek, Pieter Boele van, ed.; Schoenmakers, Hans, ed.
DESCRIPTORS: educational policies; educational research; adult education; lifelong learning; social factors; university cooperation; international cooperation; education and development; developed countries; developing countries.
Classification: 374.1 Fr (04/531). ISSN: 1385-9218.

From social exclusion to lifelong learning: research results, challenges and perspectives; farewell address, 23rd June, 2004
Zeelen, Jacques.
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; lifelong learning; social factors; research findings; South Africa; // educational policies; community development; young adults; health education.
Classification: 374.1 Ze (04/530).

50 plus/50 plus
Zurich, Switzerland. 4E (In: Education permanente; vol.38, 2004, 1). (Whole issue). (Various texts in ger, fre).
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; middle age; old age; working life; employment; Switzerland.

Gender and learning: a study of the learning styles of women and men and their implications for further education and training
King, Peadar; O’Driscoll, Sheila; Holden, Stephanie.
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; adult learning; gender issues; learning processes; lifelong learning; participation; educational research; research findings; Ireland.

The Get it Together programme: a very different energy?
London, engage, (about) 2002. 36 p. (eng)
DESCRIPTORS: adult education programmes; lifelong learning; libraries; museums; UK.
Classification: 374.03 Ge (04/57). ISSN: 0-9536801-2-6.

Good luck and you’ll be welcome back: manual workers and study leave in Sweden
Gould, Arthur.
DESCRIPTORS: educational leave; workers education; lifelong learning; trade unions; Sweden. ISSN: 0266-0830.
0041 Good practices: gender equality in basic education and lifelong learning through CLCs; experiences from 15 countries
DESCRIPTORS: Asia-Pacific Programme of Education for All; APPEAL
IDENTIFIERS: 1359-6748.
ISSN: 0873-6410.
Classifications: p.385-387. (eng)
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; females education; adult education; literacy programmes; Asia; comparative education. Classification: 373.7 Pa (04/50).

0042 Governance and marketisation in vocational and continuing education
DESCRIPTORS: vocational education; lifelong learning; globalization; decentralization; state and education; educational administration; Europe; case studies; UK; Norway; USA; Germany; learning organization; individualization; market economy.

0043 Illiteracy in Greece: presenting and confronting the problem
DESCRIPTORS: illiteracy; history of education; comparative analysis; literacy programmes; Greece.
ISSN: 1477-9714.

0044 Institutionalising lifelong learning: creating conducive environments for adult learning in the Asian context
DESCRIPTORS: Hyderabad Statement on Adult and Lifelong Learning, 2002; Education for All; EFA; lifelong learning; adult learning; learning needs; Asia; nonformal education; informal education; adult literacy; policy making; educational quality; sustainable development; peace education; accreditation (institutions); minority groups; gender issues; evaluation; quality of life; basic skills; -educational indicators.

0045 International adult education as education policy: lifelong learning and europeanization
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; lifelong learning; international dimension; European dimension. ISSN: 0342-7633.

0046 International perspectives on lifelong learning: from recurrent education to the knowledge society
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; adult education; educational policy trends; educational development trends; information society; international dimension; elderly people; professional training; globalization; higher education; university role; adult literacy; case studies; USA; Australia; Sweden.

0047 International Seminar on the Lifelong Learning Society and Knowledge Revolution in the 21st Century, Jeju, Korea, 2004
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; information society; educational development trends; conferences.
Classification: 374.0 In (04/525).

0048 Knowledge and wisdom in the information society
DESCRIPTORS: information society; lifelong learning; knowledge management.
Classification: 374.0 Pa ARCHIV (05/2). ISSN: 1463-6689.

0049 Learning and ageing
DESCRIPTORS: adult learning; lifelong learning; learning processes; old age; elderly people.

0050 Learning and living
Biesta, Gert. Leicester, UK, p.18-19, 4E. (In: Adults learning; vol.16, 2004/05, no.1). (eng)
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; biographies; research projects; UK; -life histories.

0051 Learning brokers in the workplace: a typology of practice
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; workers education; human resources development; research results; UK; - work-based learning; learning organization. ISSN: 1359-6748.
0052 Learning for well being: studies using the International Adult Literacy Survey
Desjardins, Richard.
IDENTIFIERS: International Adult Literacy Survey; IALS.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; human resources; literacy; international surveys; educational benefits; educational output; //comparative analysis; Canada; Denmark; Netherlands; Norway; UK; USA.

0053 Learning or therapy?: the demoralisation of education
Ecclestone, Kathryn.
Oxford, UK.  p.112-137.  (In: British journal of educational studies; vol.52, 2004, no.2).  (eng)
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; self concept; empowerment; learning theories; therapy; mental development; social integration.  ISSN: 0007-1005.

0054 The learning society in a postmodern world: the education crisis
Wain, Kenneth.
IDENTIFIERS: Illich, Ivan; Habermas, Jürgen; Foucault, Michel; Maclntyre, Alasdair; Derrida, Jacques.
DESCRIPTORS: philosophy of education; adult education; adult learning; lifelong learning; learning theories; information society; -postmodernism; learning organization.

0055 Learning through work experience for the knowledge economy: issues for educational research and policy
Griffiths, Tom; Guile, David.
DESCRIPTORS: further training; on the job training; lifelong learning; education and employment; educational research; educational policies; Europe.

0056 Lebensbegleitendes Lernen als Kompetenzentwicklung: Analyse, Konzeptionen, Handlungsfelder
Brödel, Rainer, ed.; Kreimeyer, Julia, ed.
Bielefeld, Germany, Bertelsmann 2004. 333 p.  (ger)
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; media education; educational technology; on the job training; competency-based education; Germany.

0057 Lebenslang lernen: Schicksal und Chance eines bildungspolitischen Programms
Jahn, Jens-Eberhard.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; formal education; policy making; educational development trends; Germany.  ISSN: 0012-0731.

Dietsche, Barbara.
Bonn, Deutsches Institut für Erwachsenenbildung, 2004. 6 p., 4E  (ger)
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; documents; internet; annotated bibliography.
Classification: O.E : 374.1 Di (04/614).

0059 Lernende Regionen
Soest, Germany.  p.3-46, 4E  (In: Info Dienst; no.1, 2004). (Whole issue).  (ger)
DESCRIPTORS: regional cooperation; regional programmes; networks; lifelong learning; Germany.

0060 Libraries, archives, museums and new forms of adult education
Helsinki. 4E  (In: Lifelong learning in Europe; vol.9, 2004, no.3). (Whole issue).  (eng)
DESCRIPTORS: museums; libraries; cultural activities; information society; lifelong learning; adult education; nonformal education; Europe; //information skills; networks; library sciences; information networks; information centres; information needs; violence; women; Ireland; Slovenia; UK.  ISSN: 1239-6826.

0061 Lifelong education: definition, agreement and prediction
Shak, Therese W.H.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; educational theories; fundamental concepts; programme descriptions; glossary.
Classification: 374.0 Sh (04/58).

0062 Lifelong learning and active citizenship in a global society; an analysis of European Union lifelong learning policy
Jarvis, Peter.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; educational policies; citizenship; globalization; employment; European Union.  ISSN: 1477-9714.

0063 Lifelong learning and adult education: changing terminology and changing ideas; a complex inter-relationship
Fordham, Paul.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; adult education; concept formation; history of education; international dimension; conferences; UK.
Lifelong learning in a changing continent: continuing education in the universities of Europe
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; universities; university programmes; educational development trends; educational policies; Western Europe; Europe; statistical data; Austria; Belgium; Bulgaria; Cyprus; Czech Republic; Denmark; Estonia; Finland; France; Germany; Greece; Hungary; Iceland; Ireland; Italy; Latvia; Liechtenstein; Lithuania; Malta; Netherlands; Norway; Poland; Portugal; Romania; Slovakia; Slovenia; Spain; Sweden; UK.

Lifelong learning in action: transforming education in the 21st century
IDENTIFIERS: World Initiative on Lifelong Learning; WILL.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; adult education; history of education; school role; educational principles.

Lifelong learning in the networked world
International Council for Open and Distance Education. // IDECE World Conference on Open Learning and Distance Education. 21st. Hong Kong, 2004. no place, International Council for Open and Distance Education, 2004. 1 CD-ROM. (eng)
DESCRIPTORS: distance education; lifelong learning; conferences.
Classification: 371.314 Li (04/204).

Lifelong learning in the South: critical issues and opportunities for adult education
IDENTIFIERS: Education for All; EFA.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; adult education; adult learning; educational needs; educational opportunities; international organizations; agency role; international instruments; networks; international cooperation; developing countries.
Classification: 371.314 Li (04/204).

Lifelong learning in the twenty-first century
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; concept formation; speech.

Lifelong learning: citizens’ views in close-up: findings from a dedicated Eurobarometer survey
IDENTIFIERS: Eurobarometer.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; citizen role; opinions; research findings; regional surveys; Europe.

Lifelong learning: concept and practice
Ming-Li Wu. Chia-Yi, Taiwan, Department of Adult and Continuing Education, National Chung Cheng University, 2004. 331 p. (chi)
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; educational theories; educational principles; educational futures; international dimension.

Lifelong learning: which ways forward?
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; formal education; nonformal education; educational policies; educational development trends; case studies; Europe; EEC countries; work-based learning.

Literatursauswertung Lebenslanges Lernen
Dietsche, Barbara; Meyer, Heinz H. Bonn, Deutsches Institut für Erwachsenenbildung, 2004. 104 p., 4E. (Strategie für Lebenslanges Lernen in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland: Anhang; 3). (ger)
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; documents; content analysis.
Classification: 374.1 Di (04/616).

Literaturnachweis zur Literatursauswertung Lebenslanges Lernen
Bonn, Deutsches Institut für Erwachsenenbildung, 2004. 23 p., 4E. (Strategie für Lebenslanges Lernen der Bundesrepublik Deutschland: Anhang; 4). (ger)
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; bibliography.
Classification: O.E : 374.1 Li (04/615).

Little Mosie from the Margaree: a biography of Moses Michael Coady
IDENTIFIERS: Coady, Moses Michael.
DESCRIPTORS: adult educators; adult education; lifelong learning; Canada; biographies.

Modulare Weiterbildung und individuelle Anerkennung/Compétence, validation des acquis
Zürich, Switzerland. 4E (In: Education permanente; vol.38, 2004, no.2). (Whole issue). (Various texts in ger, fre).
DESCRIPTORS: accreditation (institutions); adult education; lifelong learning; educational experience; Switzerland; educational policy trends; nonformal education; informal education; modular approach.

New Labour’s educational agenda: issues and policies for education and training from 14+
IDENTIFIERS: New Labour (UK).
DESCRIPTORS: educational policies; lifelong learning; educational reform; curriculum reform; educational strategies; state and education; political organizations; UK; globalization; employment qualifications.
0077 Nomura lifelong integrated education: synopsis
Nomura Center for Lifelong Integrated Education
IDENTIFIERS: Nomura Center for Lifelong Integrated Education (Japan).
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; adult education agencies; programme descriptions; reference materials; Japan.
Classification: 370.9 No (04/316).

0078 Perspectives on lifelong learning in the Mediterranean: proceedings of the conference
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; lifelong learning; educational development trends; educational policies; Mediterranean countries; //case studies; Albania; Bosnia and Herzegovina; Cyprus; Egypt; Israel; Italy; Lebanon; Malta; Serbia and Montenegro; Slovenia; Spain; Syrian AR; Turkey; Middle East.

0079 PISA und die Folgen für die Weiterbildung
Krug, Peter.
Neuwied, Germany. p.105-107, 4E (In: Grundlagen der Weiterbildung; vol.15, 2004, no.3). (ger)
IDENTIFIERS: Programme for International Student Assessment; PISA.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; policy making; Germany. ISSN: 0937-2172.

0080 Policies, politics and the future of lifelong learning
Hodgson, Ann, ed.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; further training; part time education; educational policy trends; state and education; UK; Europe; //participation; educational finance; higher education.

0081 Positioning queer in adult education: intervening in politics and praxis in North America
Grace, André P.; Hill, Robert J.
DESCRIPTORS: homosexuality; adult education; lifelong learning; sexuality; North America; USA. ISSN: 0266-0830.

0082 Promoting learning
Malone, Kate.
DESCRIPTORS: adult learning; adult education programmes; promotion policies; programme planning; programme evaluation; public relations; UK.

0083 Quality management in lifelong learning: can a stakeholder approach to involvement make a difference?
Mark, Rob.
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; educational quality; accountability; adult literacy; -participatory approach. ISSN: 1477-9714.

0084 V escuela de verano: la educación de personas adultas; entre lo global y lo local; Madrid, 27,28 y 29 de junio de 2003
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; lifelong learning; globalization; intercultural education; summer schools; Spain.

0085 Reconstructing the lifelong learner: pedagogy and identity in individual, organisational and social change
Chappell, Clive, collab., et al.
DESCRIPTORS: adult learning; lifelong learning; learning theories; learning processes; changing attitudes; independent study; -work-based learning.

0086 Researching widening access to lifelong learning: issues and approaches in international research
Osborne, Mike, ed.; Gallacher, Jim, ed.; Crossan, Beth, ed.
DESCRIPTORS: educational research; access to education; higher education; lifelong learning.

0087 Securing the right to learn: an internationally-produced guide to advocacy
Leicester, UK, NIACE, about 2002. 24 p, 4E (eng)
IDENTIFIERS: Adult Learners’ Week.
DESCRIPTORS: adult learning; adult education programmes; lifelong learning; guides.
Classification: 374.0 Se (04/502).

0088 Selbstlernkompetenz: metakognitive Grundlagen selbstregulierten Lernens und ihre praktische Umsetzung
Kaiser, Arnim, ed.
Neuwied, Germany, Luchterhand, 2003. 239 p. (Grundlagen der Weiterbildung). (ger)
DESCRIPTORS: adult learning; self concept; competency-based education; cognitive ability; learning processes; lifelong learning; Germany.

0089 The significance of individual biography in workplace learning
Hodkinson, Phil, collab., et al.
DESCRIPTORS: vocational training; on the job training; learning theories; lifelong learning; independent study; UK; -learning organization. ISSN: 0266-0830.
0090 Social inclusion in two worlds: the conceptualization of the social role of lifelong learning in the education policy of Brazil and the UK since the mid 1990s
DESCRIPTORS: social integration; vocational education; vocational training; lifelong learning; policy making; comparative analysis; educational policies; Brazil; UK. ISSN: 0305-7925.

0091 Strategie für lebenslanges Lernen in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; educational strategies; educational policies; educational legislation; Germany. Classification: 374.1 St (04/618). ISBN: 3-934850-57-X.

0092 Strategy for lifelong learning in the Federal Republic of Germany
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; educational strategies; educational policies; educational legislation; Germany. Classification: 374.1 St (04/617). ISBN: 3-934850-57-X.

0093 Teaching and learning at a regional level: a case study of the promotion of change at the University of Debrecen
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; university institutes; university role; Hungary. ISSN: 1477-9714.

0094 The theory and practice of learning
Jarvis, Peter; Holford, John; Griffin, Colin. 2nd ed. London, Kogan Page, 2003. 184 p. 4E (eng)
DESCRIPTORS: learning theories; learning processes; adult learning; lifelong learning; social background; cognitive ability; independent study; distance education; educational experience; -learning accounts; learning organization; work-based learning. Classification: 370.46 Ja (04/247). ISBN: 0-7494-3859-2.

0095 Transforming a learning society: the case of Finland
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; educational development trends; educational innovations; Finland; comparative education; university programmes; university cooperation; special education; adult education; multicultural education; biographies; sociology of education; -life histories. Classification: 374.1 Tr (05/32). ISBN: 3-03910-489-6.

0096 Valuing learning, learning valuing
IDENTIFIERS: Memorandum on Lifelong Learning. DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; adult education; educational benefits; competency-based education; empowerment; human resources development; education and employment; employers; trade unions; higher education; UK; Denmark. ISSN: 1239-6826.

0097 Volver a la educación fundamental
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; life skills; basic education; sustainable development; curriculum; CREFAL; Mexico. ISSN: 0188-8838.

0098 Vorträge aus Anlass der Verleihung der Ehrendoktorwürde an Univ.Prof.Dr. Joachim H. Knoll am 19.Februar 2004
IDENTIFIERS: Knoll, Joachim Heinrich. DESCRIPTORS: academic teaching personnel; speech; adult education; lifelong learning. Classification: 370.42 Vo (04/81).

0099 Weiterbildung als Netzwerk des Lernens: Differenzierung der Erwachsenenbildung
DESCRIPTORS: adult education; further training; lifelong learning; independent study; learning processes; educational technology; citizenship education; Germany; Europe. Classification: 374.1 We (04/441). ISBN: 3-7639-3100-7.

0100 Weiterbildungspolitik in Europa
DESCRIPTORS: lifelong learning; educational policies; educational policy trends; Europe. ISSN: 0937-2172.

0101 Weiterbildungsträger/Prestataires de formation
Zürich, Switzerland. 4E (In: Education permanente; vol.38, 2004, no.4). (Whole issue). (Various texts in ger, fre).
DESCRIPTORS: adult education centres; adult education programmes; lifelong learning; Switzerland.

0102 Work, learning and change: older and younger workers
DESCRIPTORS: work attitudes; workers; lifelong learning; research findings; -work-based learning. ISSN: 1239-6826.
Zertifizierung non-formell und informell erworbener beruflicher Kompetenzen: Ergebnisse der Fachtagung "Erfassen, Beurteilen und Zertifizieren non-formell und informell erworbener beruflicher Kompetenzen"
Straka, Gerald A., ed.
DESCRIPTORS: certification; employment qualifications; employment skills; competence; educational quality; skills assessment; nonformal education; informal education; lifelong learning.

Zukunft gestalten: Jugend als Partner; Perspektiven schaffen, Potenziale nutzen, gesellschaftliche Verantwortung wahrnehmen
Deutsche Gesellschaft für technische Zusammenarbeit.
Eschborn, Germany, GTZ. 2003. 35 p., 4E. (ger)
IDENTIFIERS: Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit; GTZ.
DESCRIPTORS: youth policies; youth opportunities; youth participation; youth problems; youth programmes; conflict resolution; lifelong learning.
Classification: 373.0 Zu (04/425).
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